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The dynamics of acoustic vibrations in terahertz quantum cascade laser structures (THz-QCLs) is
studied by means of femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy. The phonon modes are characterized
by the folding of the acoustic dispersion into an effective reduced Brillouin zone. An accurate
identification of this dispersion allows the sample structure and periodicity to be determined with
high precision on the order of 0.1%. By temperature tuning the energy of the electronic levels of
the system and performing wavelength dependent measurements, we are able to study the
impulsive resonant generation and detection of coherent acoustic phonon modes. These results are
supported by simulations of the electronic system that well explain the experimental observations.
The effects of interface (IF) roughness on coherent acoustic phonon spectra are clearly observed
for equal nominal THz-QCL structures but with different interface qualities. VC 2012 American
Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4745044]
The precise determination of the structural parameters
and interface (IF) properties of semiconductor heterostruc-
tures is a long-standing issue and a major challenge for many
applications in fundamental physics and technology. For the
case of devices like interband cascade lasers,1 mid infrared
quantum cascade lasers (QCLs),2 and terahertz QCLs (THz-
QCLs),3 the structural parameters determine their functional-
ity. These devices have attracted much interest during the
past decade as efficient sources of coherent electromagnetic
radiation. Many aspects regarding basic physics and technol-
ogy of the THz-QCL remain challenging and are the driving
force of ongoing investigations.4 QCLs rely upon intersub-
band electronic transitions arising from quantum confine-
ment in heterostructures.2–5 The accurate spacing of energy
levels corresponding to THz frequencies requires nanofabri-
cation with monolayer accuracy. Because of the small sepa-
ration between the subbands, heating, electron-electron
scattering, and the scattering of carriers with phonons play
essential roles, limiting the operation of such devices to low
temperatures.6 A thorough understanding of the impact of
structural quality and interface disorder on device perform-
ance, as well as the characterization of the existing vibra-
tional states, i.e., their frequencies, lifetime, and their
interaction with carriers, is hence crucial.
In this work, we present the first investigation of the full
acoustic vibrational dynamics in THz-QCLs by femtosecond
spectroscopy. We perform a thorough characterization of the
phonon acoustic states, and obtain information on the life-
time of the vibrations, show the importance of considering
the proper dispersion to describe these modes, and analyse
the influence of the interface roughness on the generated
phonon spectrum. From the frequencies of the generated
coherent acoustic phonons, we accurately establish the struc-
tural parameters of the QCL’s active region. By temperature
tuning the electronic eigenstates of the QCL structure, we
analyse the photon–electron–phonon coupling in detail.
We have analysed a series of III-V based THz-QCL
structures. In this work, we will discuss two particular sets of
THz-QCL structures, which have been extensively studied
and characterized from the point of view of their device per-
formance and lasing efficiency.7,8 The structure of a typical
QCL sample consists of an optically active region compris-
ing a superlattice (SL) formed by a complex period of doped
and intrinsic semiconductor layers.
The first THz-QCL sample, based on a three quantum
well (QW) active module and designed to emit at about
3 THz,7 was grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on a
(001) GaAs substrate paying special attention to the interface
quality. The nominal layer structure of one SL period
is ½Al0:03Ga0:97As ð32:5 nmÞ=Al0:15Ga0:85As ð3:2 nmÞ=GaAs
ð16:6 nmÞ=Si :Al0:15Ga0:85As ð4:3 nmÞ=Si :GaAs ð10:0 nmÞ=
Al0:15Ga0:85As ð3:7 nmÞ. This period is repeated 180 times.
The Si doping of the 4th and 5th layers is Nd  2:05
1016 cm3 and Nd  2:4  1016 cm3, respectively.
The second set of samples consists of two THz-QCL
structures based on the bound-to-continuum principle with a
single-quantum-well phonon extraction/injection stage, also
designed to emit around 3 THz.8 Both structures were grown
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by low-pressure organo-metallic chemical vapor deposition
(OMCVD)9 with the same nominal SL period defined as
½GaAs ð11:0 nmÞ=Al0:15Ga0:85As ð1:8 nmÞ=GaAs ð11:5 nmÞ=
Al0:15Ga0:85As ð3:5 nmÞ=GaAs ð9:4 nmÞ=Al0:15Ga0:85As
ð3:9 nmÞ=Si :GaAs ð18:4 nmÞ=Al0:15Ga0:85As ð4:8 nmÞ. The
total number of period is 158 times. Here the Si doping of
the 4th layer is Nd  2:0 1016 cm3. More specific details
about these samples will be given later.
The samples were investigated using high-speed asyn-
chronous optical sampling (ASOPS).10–12 This pump-probe
technique is based on two asynchronously linked femtosec-
ond Ti:sapphire ring lasers of repetition rate fR  1GHz,10
where one laser provides the pump pulses and the second
laser the probe pulses. The time delay between both pulse
trains is realized through an actively stabilized 5 kHz
repetition-rate-offset DfR between the two lasers, which
allows the stroboscopic stretching of the time between two
consecutive excitation pulses with a linear increment in
time delay of 5 fs. The temporal modulation of the probe-
beam’s reflectivity (DR=R) on the sample is recorded with a
detector of 120MHz bandwidth, resulting in a time
resolution of less than 60 fs and a signal-to-noise ratio
above 107. Further details on the ASOPS technique are
discussed elsewhere.11,12 Both laser beams, with central
wavelength of 790 nm for the pump and 810 nm for the
probe beams and typical average power of 100mW and
10mW, respectively, are focused on the sample to a
50lm diameter spot.
The transient reflectivity changes DR=R are character-
ized by a sharp onset at time delay t¼ 0 ps, followed by a
multiple-exponential decay, corresponding to the reflectivity
modulation due to interband carrier excitation.13 This elec-
tronic contribution is subtracted in order to obtain the oscil-
lating signal due to coherently generated acoustic phonons.
An example of these extracted oscillations obtained at room
temperature for the first sample is shown in Fig. 1(a). These
oscillations result from a combination of long lived high fre-
quency modes (up to 1 THz) that contain rich information,
and can be well observed until the end of the window of ob-
servation. This demonstrates that these coherent generated
phonons remain and persist within the structure at least until
this window’s end, i.e., 1 ns. Hence these acoustic modes
present a potential problem for the dissipation of heat within
a QCL operating under continuous bias, and contributing to
the dephasing of the electronic states involved in the lasing
process. To analyse the spectral components of this transient
signal, we show in Fig. 1(c) its numerical Fourier transform.
A series of sharp peaks is observed, where the widths of
most peaks is limited by the experimental resolution of
1GHz given by the time window.
The core of a THz-QCL is given by a SL structure. Its
acoustic phonon system is determined by the super-
periodicity, and is characterized by the folding of the acous-
tic branches into a new effective reduced Brillouin zone
(BZ).14,15 A good description of the folded acoustic (FA)
phonons is obtained using an extension of the Rytov
model14,15 for infinite periodic SLs containing multiple
layers per period. The calculated FA phonon dispersion for
the sample using this model is depicted in Fig. 1(b). The
dashed lines in this panel show the dispersion for the layer
thicknesses intended in the growth process.
In pump-probe experiments, the modes that have the
correct symmetry to couple to the pump and probe light con-
sist of a combination of modes corresponding to the BZ cen-
ter (BZC) with q¼ 0, and those with effective wavevectors
of q ¼ 2kL, where kL is the wavevector of the probe laser
light within the sample.13,16,17 Consequently, the active
modes form a triplet within the spectral domain. In Fig. 1(c),
the equidistant BZC peaks are indicated by a vertical dashed
(red) lines.
Since the composition of each layer is well known, it is
possible to adjust the calculated FA phonon branches to the
measured BZC frequencies by varying the individual layer’s
thicknesses di of the SL and using the well established bulk
parameters for AlGaAs-compounds.18 The best agreement is
obtained for a uniform reduction of the nominal layer thick-
ness di by 3.1%. The resulting dispersion is shown with full
lines in Fig. 1(b). This reduction is in agreement with x-ray
diffraction (XRD) measurements performed on this sample.
Thanks to the observation of the large number of branches
(up to the 22nd order, one of the highest orders observed in
zone-folded systems), and to the higher structural sensitivity
provided by the higher modes, we can establish a very
FIG. 1. (a) Extracted oscillations of a typical transient. For time delays
t > 400 ps, the transient is also shown magnified (10) and shifted verti-
cally. (b) Calculated folded acoustic phonon dispersion according to an
extended Rytov model. The dashed and full lines correspond to the nominal
and thickness-corrected (by 3.1%) calculated dispersions, respectively.
The blue dots indicate the experimentally observed 2kL-modes, which are
folded into the first effective Brillouin zone as indicated by the vertical
(blue) arrow. BZC (BZE) indicates the Brillouin zone center (edge) of the
first effective Brillouin zone. (c) Fourier transform of the extracted oscilla-
tions shown in (a). The higher frequency part (>0:3 THz) is shown magni-
fied (10) and vertically shifted. The vertical dotted (red) lines indicate the
frequency of the observed q¼ 0 modes. The peak labelled as “B” and
marked by the vertical dotted (blue) line corresponds to the “bulk-like”
mode, and the symbols and arrows identify the frequency of some selected
peaks, which are used later in Fig. 4(d) and explained in the text.
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accurate estimation of the real structure with a 0.1% accu-
racy, limited mainly by the peak’s experimental line width
given by the repetition rate fR 1GHz. Such precision is
obtainable with conventional XRD-systems in characteristic
times of several hours, and with a lateral resolution of a few
mm. This is in strong contrast to the results presented here,
which only required a few minutes of data acquisition. The
lateral resolution in the pump-probe experiment is given by
the optical spot size, and enables very fast scans over the
sample,12 which is of particular interest, e.g., to establish the
uniformity along the whole sample.
The accuracy of the structural determination is further
demonstrated when the position of the measured 2kL-modes
is compared to the predicted ones. As indicated by the hori-
zontal dashed (blue) line in Fig. 1(b), the value of 2kL for
this sample exceeds by 22% the first BZ, determined by the
BZ edge (BZE) wavevector (q ¼ p=dSL < 2kL), and falls
into the second reduced BZ [shadowed area in Fig. 1(b)]. As
a consequence, the effective q ¼ 2kL wavevector is addition-
ally folded into the first BZ as indicated by the arrow and the
additional horizontal dotted (blue) line. The intersection
between this additional line and the calculated dispersion
indicate the position of the active 2kL-modes. Note that due
to the additional folding of the 2kL-modes, it is possible to
observe an additional peak to the lower frequency side of the
“bulk-like” mode [indicated as “B” in Fig. 1(c)].19 The
(blue) dots in this plot indicate the corresponding position of
the experimentally observed peaks. The frequency matching
is remarkable. This good agreement together with the obser-
vation of 22 FA branches is a strong indication of an excel-
lent periodicity and interface quality in the sample. A further
spectral feature is the systematic appearance of peaks that
precisely match the BZE mode frequencies. These peaks are
identified in Fig. 1(c) by the vertical arrows. The fact that
these edge-peaks are observed experimentally, though sym-
metry forbidden, will be addressed later.
The dynamical aspects of the acoustic vibrations, to-
gether with the analysis of the lifetime of the coherent gener-
ated oscillations in this sample, are better evidenced in
Fig. 2. On the right panel, we present a contour-plot of a
short-time numerical Fourier transform for the transient
reflectivity changes of the sample at room temperature. It
was accomplished by using a gliding Welch-type window
that accounts for 200 ps.20 This temporal width is a good
compromise to have a reasonable frequency resolution
5GHz and to observe the evolution with time of the differ-
ent frequency components. The panel on the left in Fig. 2
compares the numerical Fourier transform of the same reflec-
tivity oscillations accounting the entire window of observa-
tion in order to identify each of the modes. As expected, the
more general evolution displays peaks that have amplitudes
with a decreasing behaviour in time. However, as can be
observed, the amplitude decay and evolution differs very
strongly depending on each mode. The behaviour can basi-
cally be divided in two groups, and is strongly determined
by the nature of the mode. On the one hand, we can discrimi-
nate exponentially like decaying modes. These later basi-
cally embrace the active 2kL-modes [see Fig. 1(b)]. These
modes, although extended throughout the entire sample,
have an effective non-zero propagating component, which
causes the acoustic vibrations to leave the region of observa-
tion given by the penetration depth of the probe light. Most of
these components can be described in time by a multiple-
exponential decay, and vanish in times that comprise 300 ps
up to 700 ps. On the other hand, the modes generated near
the BZC have an effective wave-vector of q ’ 0 and with
nearly zero group velocity,14 i.e., they represent modes that
are quasi-non-propagating or standing-wave like. Their pres-
ence within the time window of observation clearly exceeds
the 1 ns of our window of observation. This behaviour is
undoubtedly observed up to the end of the time-window for
the first six BZC modes. The frequencies of the BZC modes
are indicated in Fig. 2 by the equispaced triangles, and clearly
correspond to the horizontal parallel brighter regions. For
higher frequencies, the overall intensities are weaker and it is
not possible to distinguish their presence from the noise level
for larger times (500 ps). BZ edge modes with an effective
wavevector of q ¼ p=dSL, also have a near-zero group veloc-
ity and are thus also quasi-non-propagating. In a similar way
to the BZC modes, the two lower BZE modes at 0:1THz
and 0:17 THz, respectively, are also weakly but clearly
observable at the end of the temporal window (see Fig. 2, right
panel) showing lifetimes that exceed 1 ns.
We performed temperature dependent pump-probe meas-
urements in order to further investigate coherent phonon gen-
eration, and to analyse the vibrational states at the typical
operating temperatures of THz-QCLs. For these measure-
ments, we used degenerate pump and probe wavelengths, cen-
tred at ko ¼ 825 nm ðho ¼ 1:503 eVÞ and with a spectral
width (FWHM) of about Dk ’ 20 nm ðhDo ¼ 40meVÞ.
A typical spectrum of the probe laser wavelength is shown in
Fig. 4(c). The measured DR=R transients for temperatures
varying from 300K down to 4.5K are shown in Fig. 3(a).
From room temperature down to about 150K, a strong posi-
tive electronic signal can be identified at t¼ 0 ps. Between
150K and 100K, the electronic component flips from positive
to negative. Figure 3(b) shows the FA phonon oscillations
FIG. 2. Short-time numerical Fourier transform of a transient equivalent to
the one shown in Fig. 1(b). For the graph shown here, the gliding Welch-
window has been set to 200 ps. The panel on the left shows the numerical
Fourier transform accounting the entire window of observation. The regions
for frequencies above 0.3 THz are displayed magnified (5) as indicated
and shifted. The triangles indicate the frequency of the long lived BZC
modes with effective wavevector q¼ 0.
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extracted from the transients in Fig. 3(a). From 300K to
200K, the amplitude of the oscillations grows, and their life-
time increases slightly. At 150K, a dramatic change in the
transient is observed, where the shape of the oscillations
becomes different. Below 100K, the transients look very simi-
lar, and again no evident differences can be distinguished.
Clearly, the lifetime of the coherent oscillations approaches or
exceeds 1 ns.
This behaviour demonstrates an important relation
between the electronic states of the THz-QCL, their evolu-
tion with temperature, and their coupling to the coherent
phonons and the photoexcitation. In order to analyse this
temperature difference and to interpret it in a more quantita-
tive way, we calculated the heterostructure’s electron and
hole bandstructure by solving the Schr€odinger-Poisson equa-
tion at each temperature.21 An example of such a calculated
bandstructure is shown in Fig. 4(a) for T¼ 150K. The figure
shows the conduction band (CB) and valence band (VB) pro-
files (black lines), together with the different electron and
hole squared eigenfunctions within one SL period. The elec-
tronic states, although slightly de-localized through the entire
SL period, can be well assigned to each of the constituting
QWs. The E1H1 direct transition for the middle well has the
lowest energy, with an energy of 1:5 eV at 150K.
The energy of the direct optical (dipole-allowed) inter-
band transitions as function of temperature are depicted in
Fig. 4(b), where the E1H1 and E2H2 transitions are plotted
as full and dashed-dotted lines, respectively. The curves
(red, blue, and green) correspond, respectively, to transitions
at the middle, right, and left QWs of the bandstructure, as
schematized in Fig. 4(a) by the style-matching vertical
arrows. As the temperature is reduced, the transition energies
increase in accordance to the Varshni equation.22 Following
the horizontal dashed line indicating ho, starting from high
temperatures, it is noticeable that the excitation and detection
energies clearly lie above the main electronic transition ener-
gies. At a temperature of about 150K, the central energy of
the laser coincides with the lowest possible optical transition
energy. The excitation regime therefore changes gradually,
moving from a situation where real carriers are excited,
FIG. 3. Time resolved reflectivity changes DR=R for different lattice temper-
atures. (b) Extracted coherent acoustic phonons dynamics of the data in (a).
The transients are shown horizontally (each by 50 ps) and vertically shifted
for clarity.
FIG. 4. (a) Bandstructure profile along the growth axis (z) for one superlattice
period (left axis). The squared electron and hole wave function, calculated for
T¼ 150K are shown superimposed. The E1H1 direct transition for the middle
well has the lowest transition energy (solid red arrow). (b) Calculated dipole-
allowed interband transition energies as a function of temperature. The curve
style and colour match the vertical arrows of panel (a) that indicate the corre-
sponding transition. The full (empty) dots indicate the experimental points for
temperature (probe wavelength) dependent measurements. (c) Typical spec-
trum of the laser, where the horizontal dashed line indicates the central energy
(ho), and hD delimits the FWHM of the spectrum. (d) Normalized (to the
maximum) spectral amplitude as function of temperature of the modes indi-
cated in Fig. 1(c) using the same symbols. The curves are shifted vertically
(each by 0.3), and the lines are guides to the eye.
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passing through a transition region (75K < T < 175K)
where only the lowest QW states are resonantly excited, to
finally a situation where the excitation of the carriers hap-
pens well below the main electronic states (T < 75K). This
gradual transition from real to virtual excitation has strong
consequences regarding the selectivity of the optically gener-
ated coherent phonons.13,23–25 This conceptually explains the
abrupt sign change of the electronic contribution to DR=R
observed between 150K and 100K [see Fig. 3(a)], and the
change in the acoustic components in Fig. 3(b). Note in
Fig. 4(b) that for the three highest temperatures the entire
spectral range D falls above the lowest E1H1 energy. Here,
for T > 175K, due to the spectral extension of the laser
pulse the differences in the oscillation transients are
mainly explained by the slight changes in the dielectric
function close to resonances, the changes in the absorption
length, and the differences in the QW’s electronic states
that are excited and probed.13 The main changes happen
for 75K < T < 175K, i.e., the transition region, where the
overlap of D with the lower QW-states changes fundamen-
tally. Finally, at the two lowest temperatures (T < 75K,
where D lies completely below the lowest E1H1) no
substantial changes in the acoustic phonon transients are wit-
nessed [Fig. 3(b)].
The normalized spectral amplitude of some selected
peaks is illustrated in Fig. 4(d). These peaks are identified by
the corresponding symbol type in Fig. 1(c). As expected,
when decreasing the temperature the peaks shift slightly (1%
to 2%) to higher frequencies due to the thermal expansion
coefficient. Note that the normalized amplitude dependence
[see Fig. 4(d)] for temperatures above 150K is similar for
many of the peaks, in agreement with the similar oscillation
shape observed in the extracted transient in Fig. 3(b).
The complete theoretical modelling of the opto-acoustic
coupling including the quantum confined states should allow
the calculation of the observed time-dependent modes’ spec-
tra in frequency, amplitude, and temperature. However, for
the moment too many parameters, especially the photo-
elastic constants of the involved doped and intrinsic ternary
alloys, are not accurately known hindering the quantitative
description of the individual spectral amplitude of the acous-
tic modes. Nevertheless, the general behaviour of the Fourier
amplitude is similar for most of the peaks, showing a clear
maximum around 150K and decreasing for temperatures
above and below.
The BZE modes, clearly present at room temperature
[see peaks marked by vertical arrow sin Fig. 1(c)], are com-
pletely absent at low temperatures, and appear abruptly
when increasing T150K. This appearance is attributed to a
symmetry breakdown related to the resonance effects to-
gether with the effects of the doping of some of the constitut-
ing layers, which make these modes active.25 As an
example, the spectral amplitude of one of the BZE-modes,
the one at 242GHz, is shown additionally in Fig. 4(d) (empty
stars).
We observe a similar resonant behaviour of the gener-
ated coherent acoustic modes varying the central wavelength
of the probe laser pulse (kprobe) from 840 to 780 nm (i.e.,
1.49 to 1.59 eV, respectively), for a fixed central pump laser
wavelength of 780 nm (1.59 eV), and a constant temperature
of 10K. These results are summarized in Fig. 5. Figure 5(a)
shows the obtained transients. The situation for each of these
transients with respect to the direct dipole-allowed interband
QW transitions of the structure is indicated on the energy vs.
temperature landscape in Fig. 4(b) by the empty circles and
the vertical dashed line. Following the transients in Fig. 5(a)
from higher to lower probe energies, i.e., for increasing
kprobe, the onset of the signal suffers a sudden flip from posi-
tive to negative when probing above and below the lowest
electronic interband transition (E1H1) [see Fig. 4(b)], i.e.,
when the detection mechanism occurs due to the coupling to
real carriers in the absorbing range to a regime where the
sample is more transparent and the coupling is more
virtual.13,23–25 In fact, the curve corresponding to kprobe
¼ 810 nm (middle curve) shows an intermediate situation,
where an initial very fast negative onset coexists with the
positive multiple-exponential decay observed for lower
probe wavelengths. Here the probe’s central wavelength, as
FIG. 5. Time resolved reflectivity changes DR=R at T ¼ 10K, for a fixed
pump laser wavelength of kpump ¼ 780 nm (1.59 eV) and varying probe laser
wavelength kprobe (as indicated). (b) Extracted coherent acoustic phonons
dynamics of the data shown in (a). The transients in (a) and (b) are shown
horizontally (each by 50 ps) and vertically shifted for clarity. (c) Contour
plot depicting the spectral amplitude of the numerical Fourier transformation
of the extracted phonon oscillations as function of the frequency of the
modes (y-axis) and the effective normalized phonon wavevector q (x-axis).
The top x-axis indicates the corresponding probe wavelength. The dashed
(green) lines indicate the calculated folded acoustic phonon dispersion
within the second Brillouin zone. The contour plot has been smoothed and
the logarithmic scale fixed for frequencies >0:3THz to better observe the
mode evolution.
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observed in Fig. 4(b), matches the lowest interband transition
(E1H1) at 10K almost resonantly. In all experiments, the
probe’s spectral profile and width for varying central wave-
lengths remains equivalent to the one shown in Fig. 4(c).
Note how Fig. 5(a) resembles the circumstances described in
Fig. 3(a) for decreasing temperature. The important differ-
ence here is that the electronic states involved in the coherent
generation and detection processes are the same for each
measured situation, in a sense that they are exempt of possi-
ble differences due to thermal broadening or further effects
related to the temperature variation.
Figure 5(b) shows the contribution to the transient reflec-
tivity changes DR=R only due to the coherent acoustic phonon
modes. A similar resemblance is found to the observations
described for the temperature dependent measurements [see
Fig. 3(b)]. However, one important difference is that the overall
lifetimes of the oscillations are much longer, with significantly
larger oscillation amplitudes at the end of the observation inter-
val (1 ns). A qualitative change in the general oscillation
shape in Fig. 5(b) can be observed when kprobe is larger than
810nm. As can be seen from Fig. 4(b), this change coincides
with the situation where the spectral FWHM of the probe laser
begins to lie below the lowest electronic interband transition
(E1H1), and the detection starts to become non-resonant.
A similar treatment as the one shown in Fig. 2, i.e., performing
a short-time windowed numerical Fourier transform for each
transient, reveals that the general behaviour is maintained, and
that those frequency components that are generated and
detected17 have a much longer extension in time. Specially the
modes with q¼ 0, besides some oscillatory behaviour—also
observed at higher temperatures—are nearly undamped at the
end of the observed time window. In a similar way, the
observed modes corresponding to q ¼ 2kL display a larger gen-
eral lifetime, but as expected, display a strong dependence with
the penetration depth of the particular kprobe. For instance, for
shorter probe wavelength (above the E1H1 energy) since the
penetration depth is less due to absorption, the observed
2kL-modes display a more damped behaviour (shorter damping
time) but are still observed at the end of the observed window.
Whereas if the wavelength is increased (below the E1H1
energy) the damping time increases beyond 1ns.26
To analyse the behaviour of the different modes as func-
tion of kprobe, we present a contour plot in Fig. 5(c) showing
the spectral amplitude of the numerical Fourier transforms of
the transients corresponding to the extracted phonon oscilla-
tions, some of them plotted in Fig. 5(b). The y-axis indicates
the frequency of the appearing modes, the bottom x-axis
indicates the effective normalized phonon wavevector in the
first part of the second Brillouin zone, which coincides with
q ¼ 2kL [see Fig. 1(b) for guidance], and the top x-axis indi-
cates the wavelength of the probe laser kprobe corresponding
to the effective wavevector kL. The spectra have been
smoothed and rescaled for frequencies above 0.3 THz in
order to better observe the evolution of the modes.
Again, the two kind of modes contribute to the spec-
trum. On the one hand, the equidistant dispersionless q¼ 0
(BZC) modes, indicated by the triangles on the right axis of
Fig. 5(c). On the other hand, the 2kL-modes that display a
clear wavelength dependence, following the corresponding
acoustic folded dispersion. The latter is shown superimposed
to the contour plot with dashed (green) lines, calculated as
described for Fig. 1(b), and accounting for the corresponding
slight blue-shift of modes at low temperature (2%). The
effective index of refraction used for calculating the effective
kL was taken as nef f ¼ 3:6, and is in reasonable agreement
with the effective index estimated from published data. The
real part of the index of refraction for these III-V materials
varies relatively little in the optical range analysed, and justi-
fies the selected constant value for the effective index of
refraction to calculate kL ¼ 2pk nef f . As observed in Fig. 5(c),
the overall agreement between the calculated dispersion and
the measured peak’s position is very good, describing the
increasing distance between the different 2kL-pairs.
In relation to the spectral behaviour, it should be noted
in Fig. 5(c) that when probing with energies well below
E1H1 (kprobe830 nm), that the 2kL-modes are only weakly
observed, whereas the BZC modes are predominant. A clear
exception to this is the “bulk-like” peak at 40GHz, which
is very intense, and leading to a temporal transient where
this frequency overshadows [see the two lower transient in
Fig. 5(b)]. When increasing the energy between 820 and
810 nm the overall intensity of the 2kL-modes and the BZC
modes become suddenly significantly enhanced, when the
probe laser becomes resonant with the electronic states of
the QW-system, inducing consequently more complex oscil-
lations in time domain. In addition, for kprobe830 nm,
very weakly, it is possible to observe in Fig. 5(c) the appear-
ance of some BZE modes between the 2kL-modes, e.g., at
105GHz and 175GHz. The horizontal fringes that modu-
late the plot at low intensities are interferences that arise
from the chosen color scale, which are an artefact induced
by the used apodization window.
With the purpose of achieving a better understanding of
the effect of the IF quality on the THz-QCLs in relation to its
acoustic phonon states and dynamics, we compared a set of
two samples. Both samples were grown simultaneously in
the same run by OMCVD with exactly the same nominal
structure, but on two (001) GaAs substrates which were
slightly misoriented (about 2) towards different crystallo-
graphic directions, i.e., towards (111)b and (111)a, respec-
tively.27 This slight misorientation of the substrate leads to
significantly different IF roughnesses, which were character-
ized by a root-mean-square amplitude of 280 pm over about
50 nm and 1 nm over 500 nm, respectively, for the (111)b
and (111)a direction, as determined from atomic force mi-
croscopy.8 For both samples, the coherent phonon spectra
have been analysed at room temperature, and the spectral
amplitude of the coherently generated FA phonons is shown
in Fig. 6, acquired for same experimental conditions. Similar
peak structures as those shown for the former sample can be
identified. The top panel of this figure shows the FA phonon
dispersion for comparison’s sake. The dashed (red) and the
dashed-dotted (green) vertical lines indicate the frequency of
the BCZ modes and that of the BZE modes, respectively.
Again, since 2kL is larger than the first reduced BZ (10%),
the modes are folded back into the first reduced BZ, and the
filled (blue) circles indicate the position of the modes that
are observed experimentally. To have a better visibility of
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the appearing modes, the spectra are shown magnified and
vertically shifted: for the frequency region between
0:07 THz and 0.4 THz by a factor 5, and for frequencies
larger than 0.4 THz by a factor of 15. Three points are im-
portant to highlight: (i) The overall good agreement of the
mode’s frequency. From a comparison between Figs. 6(a)
and 6(b), it is immediate to see that all observed peaks’ fre-
quencies are practically the same for both samples, and coin-
cide with the position of the BZC and BZE of the calculated
dispersion curves (top). This indicates that both samples
have indeed—as designed—the same layer structure and pe-
riod. (ii) The observed peaks and their individual shapes in
both samples are basically the same. (iii) The peak’s spectral
intensities for sample misoriented towards (111)a [Fig. 6(b)],
are overall significantly lower, and decrease significantly
faster for the higher observed modes. Whereas in Fig. 6(a) it
is possible to clearly distinguish the BZC (q¼ 0) and
2kL-modes up to the end of the displayed range, in Fig. 6(b)
for the second sample it is impossible to distinguish any clear
spectral feature from the noise for the second magnified
region (>0:4THz). The reason for this is attributed to the
increased IF roughnesses. In a simple picture, the roughness
at the interfaces between two layers can be described as a
“rounding” of the materials composition and consequently of
its properties with respect to the perfect atomically flat
boundary between materials. Due to the periodicity of the
SL, the coherent generation and optical detection processes
in a pump-probe experiment can be essentially expanded in a
Fourier series that involve the folded acoustic modes.28–30
Consequently, in order to describe sharp interfaces, a large
number of modes are needed. On the contrary, when the
roughness is larger and the interfaces are smoothed, less
modes are involved in the process. It is important to remark
that a clear correlation has been demonstrated between the
decreasing microscopic interface roughness and the improve-
ment of the general performance, the operating temperatures,
and the wider dynamical working range of the THz-QCL
devices.8 The analysis of the observed generated acoustic
phonons will enable an estimation of the average degree of
interface roughness and quality from period to period of the
SL. It is also important to clarify that the absence of higher
modes in the obtained pump-probe spectrum for sample with
an increased roughness [Fig. 6(b)], does not mean that the
actual acoustic phonons are not present. On the contrary, the
increase of roughness implies a faster loss of coherence of
the involved modes by phonon scattering at the imperfect or
disordered interfaces into other incoherent phonon acoustic
states, with eventual further implications on the heating of
the device and thus affect its performance.
In conclusion, we have characterized the dynamics of
acoustic vibrations in THz quantum cascade laser structures by
means of femtosecond pump-probe spectroscopy. The coherent
generated phonon modes were identified with the folding of
the acoustic branches due to the periodicity of the THz-QCL’s
active region. We have analysed the lifetime of the involved
modes and have established that depending on the acoustic
mode’s type their presence in the active region of the device
can well exceed 1 ns. We have shown that the analysis of the
pump-probe active modes enables a precise estimation of the
structural parameters, and can be used to characterize the aver-
age degree of interface roughness within one period of the
superlattice constituting the device. By performing temperature
and laser wavelength dependent measurements, we have ana-
lysed the behaviour of the coherent generated folded acoustic
phonon oscillations for different electronic coupling regimes,
and evidenced the important interaction of these modes with
the carriers. So far, the intersubband acoustic phonon-electron
scattering rates have been calculated assuming bulk-like pho-
nons.31 Nevertheless, as we have shown, the acoustic disper-
sion differs importantly from the bulk, and the scattering into
these low-energy FA phonon modes should be considered
when designing the active region of THz-QCLs and for a more
accurate calculation of these intra- and inter-subband scattering
rates. In addition, the presence of these modes and their
FIG. 6. (Top) Calculated folded acoustic pho-
non dispersion. Numerical Fourier transform
of the transients obtained for the samples
grown by OMCVD with different IF rough-
nesses accomplished by using misoriented
(001) GaAs substrates: (a) misorientation
towards the (111)b direction with less IF
roughness, and (b) misorientation towards the
(111)a direction with higher IF roughness.
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possible additional control by engineering and design32,33 may
help in bound-to-continuum designs5 of THz-QCLs by contrib-
uting to the transition rate between wells in the miniband to
depopulate the lower state, and possibly help to promote a
more efficient heat dissipation.
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